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Sharing department success for the History
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PLANNING OUTSTANDING

LESSONS
‘Getting
them
hooked’
Outstanding teachers ‘hook’ pupil’s interests
as soon as they enter the room:
Try out the following hooks and see if they work!!
• Use a picture to provoke interest and stimulate
debate. Pupils are fascinated by pictures that
offer them the opportunity to speculate about
what it is and how it might relate to a new topic
• Start the lesson with a challenge connected
to the topic for example an extract of text and
getting students to find fives clues about it or
showing a partial chart or diagram and getting
them to predict how it will be completed
• Using the Q Matrix to perhaps think of five
questions that they want to solve or find
the answers to by the end of the lesson.

Have a go at some of the following tried and
tested starters:
• Give out three terms or items from last
lesson and ask pupils to pick the odd
one out and give reasons why
• Think of Five! Students must list or recall five
features or things that connect to the topic
• Remind pupils of the topic from the previous lesson
by asking them to come up with six key words. In
pairs each person needs to talk about the topic
for two minutes trying to recall key information
• Ask some pupils from the previous lesson to
devise a starter for the whole class ( this can
be a good and interesting way of providing
stretch and challenge for more able pupils )
• Give out cards with a number of different ideas on.
Get the class to either rank order the best ideas (and
be prepared to defend their choices), or structure
the ideas in the correct order. The fact that they have
to move the cards will promote the discussion.

Sparkling

starters

SUPPORTING STUDENTS WITH THEIR

PURPLE PEN
FEEDBACK

My Innovation Unit Research project focussed on
the ‘Impact of the Purple Pen ‘Reflection on Pupil
Progress.
My project investigated key research questions in order
to explore the impact of the strategy of which the main
two were:
1. Has the use of purple pens helped pupils
to move forward in their learning? How?
2. Has the use of purple pens engaged
pupils with teacher feedback?
Following the research I carried out it would appear that
the purple pen strategy seems to have had a positive
impact on learners. Overall, pupil responses suggest that
they are using purple pens meaningfully; they are using
purple pens to reflect on their learning and to engage
with teacher feedback- this is part of effective feedback
processes.
My research showed that pupils are engaged in the
learning process, recognising their targets and where
they need to go in their learning to improve. Secondly, the
use of purple pens is supporting a continuous dialogue
between teacher and pupils-pupils identified the value of
this communication. Purple pens are enhancing the value
of teacher feedback through this communication. Thirdly,
purple pens is making ‘where they are’ and ‘what they
need to do’ more explicit to pupils and then making their
understanding of this visible to teachers.

I found that the following models are particularly useful for
guiding pupils to self-assess their work:
1). Cream of the crop? This encourages pupils to selfassess their work and to reflect on their learning. Pupils
can make changes in purple pen, before continuing their
work.
2). WWW and EBI is already used a lot by pupils
when they peer assess or self-assess, and sometimes
by teachers when they mark (normally their marking
includes a strength and a target that needs to be
achieved) by the pupil.) However, a new, interesting
acronym is ‘MRI’: my response is. This asks pupils to
respond to teacher marking-or perhaps peer assessment
feedback- in purple pen. They have to write a response
to the target. e.g. I understand my target and know how
to achieve this; I need more practice before I can achieve
this target. It encourages pupils to speak to their teacher
if they don’t understand what is written down.
3). RADICAL: is a feedback frame. Claire Gadsby
suggests that teachers should provide whole lessons for
pupils to reflect on their learning; some teachers might
like to give pupils this opportunity, especially if the piece
of work is in preparation for an assessment. Pupils have
to respond to written teacher feedback by changing their
original piece of work (in purple pen), in light of the written
teacher feedback. This can be shortened/adapted by
teachers.

By

Faye Shilvock

MARKING &
F E E D B A C K

Instead of...

The teacher

The student

Writing annotations in the body
of the work and giving an overall
comment

Only writes annotations in the body of the work

Writes an overall review highlighting at least
one strength and one area for improvement

Writing extensive comments

Only gives one strength and one possible
improvement;
WWW
EBI

Works to “Close the Gap” on the one issue
identified

Writing “well done you have...”
next to the good aspects of the work

Puts a double tick next to the best parts of a
student’s work

Adds the reason for the double ticks

Marking every question in detail

Only marks the highlighted questions in detail.
Thereis no expectation to mark all work. Mark
tasks where your marking will have an IMPACT

Marks (or peer marks) the work before it is
submitted, highlighting the two areas where
they would most like help

Writing the same explanation on
every piece of work when the same
mistake is made by many students

Goes over the question in class

Writes their own correct answer

Writing out a full solution when a
student gets a wrong question

Writes a hint or prompt for the next step

Completes the correction

Correcting work when a student
makes a little mistake

Writes WWWW? (What’s wrong with this?) or RTQ
(Read the question)

Completes the correction

Marking only extended pieces of work

Reviews in class students’ initial plans for this work
prior to marking the extended piece of work

Does not hand in poor quality work

Giving back work and moving straight on... Give
students time to close the gap to make all that
marking time worth it

Ask student to put a tick next to their comment if
they know how to improve and a ? if they don’t.
This can be the first step to engagement. Paired
work to resolve some of the ? prior to asking for
guidance is good practice and reduces workload

Students read and start to engage with
marking before working on the “Close the
Gap” task the teacher has identified
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With interest growing in evidence-based
teaching, We take a look at the benefits of
creating a culture of enquiry and explore
how to get involved in research.
Why do some children find it difficult to learn? Why is
teaching sometimes effective and sometimes not? How
can we get even better teaching? Everyone wants to find
the answers and have done for years but what is exciting
is that there is a groundswell of interest in getting hard
evidence.

So how can you bring about improvements through
research? How do you find the time? How do you
develop the skills and knowledge? The ‘Lesson Study’
route may be one way forward. As well as creating a
culture for support it builds into our school a culture
of enquiry. Developing a culture of research in a team
takes time. But there is much to be learned from
others. Teaching schools have a remit for research
and development (R&D), alongside teacher training,
professional development, leadership development,
school-to-school support and specialist leaders of
education (SLEs).

BRINGING
EVIDENCE INTO

Many practices in education have little proof of their
effectiveness but without evidence, everybody’s opinion
is as valid as anyone else’s and teachers and leaders
have no grounds for resisting the latest fad. This is
why there’s a move towards evidence-based practice
– defined by the Department for Education (DfE) as “a
combination of practitioner expertise and knowledge
of the best external research, and evaluation based
evidence”.
Bringing evidence into teaching is not new: action
research has been around for more than 40 years.
Certainly here at Wood Green our Innovation Unit
members have been proactive in carrying out action
based research for years. Chris Husbands, Director of
the Institute of Education, considers that although the
individuals involved in conducting action research have
benefitted from greater insights in classroom processes,
the returns to schools have often been disappointing
because too much is focused on individual classrooms
and too little on collaborative school improvement.

Through research we can discover interventions and
which strategies can be applied to help everyone achieve
their best. In the long term hopefully this will enable us to
make informed decisions regards best practices and the
most effective in teaching and learning.

“

EVERYONE WANTS TO
FIND THE ANSWERS
AND HAVE DONE
FOR YEARS BUT
WHAT IS EXCITING
IS THAT THERE IS A
GROUNDSWELL OF
INTEREST IN GETTING
HARD EVIDENCE.”
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A class of engaged and motivated
students is what every teacher hopes
to meet; students that take pride in
their work, actively seek challenge
and don’t give up at the first inkling
of failure sounds like a dream. Well
actually it’s called a “growth mindset”,
a term first coined by Professor Carol
Dweck and is becoming increasingly
recognised in education.
Prof Dweck says: “In a growth mindset, people
believe that their most basic abilities can be
developed through dedication and hard work –
brains and talent are just the starting point. This
view creates a love of learning and a resilience
that is essential for great accomplishment.”
The growth mindset is gaining rapid popularity
in education at the moment; it seems to confirm
everything that we already knew but perhaps
couldn’t articulate – effort beats talent when talent
doesn’t work hard.
There is one problem though – there is a
shortage of research about the power of the
growth mindset in a school or classroom setting.
This has often left teachers eager to put the
theory to the test with school students.
How can we encourage a ‘growth mind-set’ in
our students?
Praise
If you know just one thing about the growth
mindset it is likely to be that you don’t praise
achievement you praise effort. This may lead to a
serious overuse of the “E” word.
Feedback
Research by the brilliant Professor John Hattie
has found that feedback is the most powerful
single influence enhancing achievement. His
work doesn’t advocate more feedback, but rather
high-quality feedback that students engage with
deeply.

As a teacher I know that nothing is more
frustrating than spending a large amount of time
carefully crafting personalised feedback only to
find that your class skim-read it before carrying
on in the same vein – so how do we change
things?
We need to shift our students’ perceptions of
the value of feedback, not just from us, but from
each other as well. If students value and act
upon self, peer and teacher assessment then
an increase in perseverance and resilience will
follow because you will have established review
and refining/redrafting as the route to mastery.
DIRT
This stands for dedicated improvement and
reflection time. Once you have your students
primed and ready to receive their feedback you
can start to introduce some DIRT time so that
they can take direct action.
Feedback should not be onerous and does not
have to be a drain on your time – think about
using Feedback models such as RADICAL /
CREAM /WWW/EBI/MRI
The here and now
Students can be highly situational and tend
to focus their thinking on the immediate now,
which can undo their very best growth mindset
intentions.
To address this try referring to the “future self”, as
in “if you keep going now it will be frustrating but
your future self will be far better off”.
‘Yet’
The power of those three letters is not to be
underestimated. Perfect for adding to the end of
any sentence that begins with: “I can’t...”
Role models
Live your life the growth mindset way – choose
to struggle (but not give up) in front of students.
Not many of us are hard-wired to think in growth
terms, put us under pressure and we can very
easily revert back to this type, but that doesn’t
mean that we can’t catch ourselves and get back
on track.
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In the summer exams of 2014 the History Department increased their GCSE results quite dramatically. Year 10
results increased from 35% A*-C grades in 2013 to 59% A*-C grades in 2014. Year 11 increased from 68% A*-C
grades in 2013 to 82% A*-C grades in 2014. Overall our GCSE (year 10 and 11 combined) grades were 70% which
was the national average for History GCSE. A third of our pupils also gained a grade A* or A which was above the
national average!
Here’s celebrating some of our student successes :
Jasharon Sandhu-A
Zahraa Shaikh-A
Luke Sillifant- B
Kellsie Westwood- A*
Jacob Wheale- B
Ethan Nwokeforo- A
Ashley Offley- B
Chloe Painter- B
Farhaanah Patel – A*
Sumayyah Patel- B
Megan Ryan- B
Danyaal Saeed-B
Samiha Khanum- A
Tsz Ki Lau- A
Abigail Moore- B
Katie Frampton- B
William Fulwood- A
Rhianon Holland- A*
Aisha Akhoon- A
Rebecca Blakemore- B
Isabel Botfield- A
Lily Bradley- B
Molly Dawes- B
So how did we do it?

By

Sarah Ford
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• Changing the exam board from Edexcel to
OCR which we are more familiar with,
• Splitting the teaching of the classes so every class had two teachers,
• Using computers to make it easier  for pupils to edit coursework,
• Focusing on skills that need to be improved and putting on
workshops for different groups of pupils based on mock results
(E Haskins helped to set this up and J Clarke produced some
analysis graphs and documents for each GCSE class),
• Using sixth form mentors for Pupil Premium pupils,
• History Hub every Tuesday and Thursday
lunchtimes for homework and revision.
• We also used support periods to mentor individual pupils with SF, KD,
ND and M Coles, help to improve coursework, take small groups out
for revision sessions, went to the Doctors Show revision conference,
• Julia Hyland  from Birmingham University did a
session for all pupils  for Medicine revision
• We put our own Germany revision conference on in Redgrave Hall.
• We (SF and E Haskins) also visited Sarah Moore at Hadley
Learning Community (organised by J Clarke) to see how they
used workshops after their History mock exams. Sarah Moore
then came to Wood Green to work with the Dept. for a day.
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TAKE AWAY

Choose your homework from the menu below.
The chilli rating suggests the difficulty or challenge the homework may
offer. Every two terms you should attempt at least one ‘flaming hot’ task!

Homework

1. Create a poster summarising today’s lesson / the topic we have been studying recently
Use any key terms you have learned, make it informative and eye catching………………………
2. Research a sociologist  who has done work on, the topic covered
In your book include the name of the scientist and what they did that is relevant………………
3. Identify key terms we have used in this topic and write a dictionary of terms
Find out the definitions of key words, write them in your book and learn spellings.……………
4. Write 3 Tweets in your book that could summarise the lesson / topic
No more than 140 characters; use #’s for key words and they must be informative.….………
5.Create 5 challenging quiz questions about today’s lesson to test a class mate
Write the questions in your book with the correct answers…………………………...………….…
6.Create a flow diagram, flow chart or comic strip to explain a new process we have learned
Use pictures and key words to explain the process in a clear way………………………………….
7. Create a factsheet summarising the lesson, but also add additional research and facts
Use correct terminology and use the internet to include extra facts (no copy & paste!).…….
8.Create 10-20 challenging quiz questions about what we have covered so far in this topic
Write the questions in your book with the correct answers…………………………………………
9.Write a poem or song describing a topic we have covered (could you perform it?)
Use any key terms you have learned, make it memorable to help you remember……………..
10. Complete a ‘5 Minute Reflection Plan!’ sheet based on the topic covered so far
Collect a blank plan from your teacher and consider your progress at home……………………..
11. Write a newspaper article relevant to the topic we are studying
Include specific, accurate facts with good English. You could include quotes and images. Have
a look at newspapers for an idea of how they present articles……………………………….......
12. Design an attention grabbing webpage that summarises the topic we are studying
Be creative; use any computer program, include factual info and links to other useful websites
that may help with revision.……………………………..……………………………………………
13. Create a movie explaining a concept/process/feature/anything you have learned from this topic.
Use Windows Moviemaker (or a program of your choice) to create a short film explaining a
particular element of the topic, to act as a revision film for yourself and the class………..…..
14. Imagine you are going to teach the class part of the topic, come up with a starter activity for a
lesson on that topic
Create a recap task, game or warm up for the class that could start a lesson……………………
15. Imagine you are going to teach a revision lesson, complete a ‘Student Lesson Plan’ sheet to
consider how you could do this
Collect a blank plan from your teacher and complete this
at home……………………………………….
Tips on varying homework tasks by

Laura Williams
Head of Social Science

TOP10

TIPS
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TEACHING THE PERFECT LESSON
by Jackie Beere OBE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Be very specific about goals and success criteria – have high expectations.

Rename ‘marking’ as ‘feedback‘ and make its purpose to help you know how pupils
are progressing.

Have a regular exciting challenge or starter activity ready for every lesson.

Create an atmosphere that nurtures the habits of the very best learners in your class
– resilience, curiosity and self-regulation.

Use questions to promote thinking such as ‘What could you do next to help you
move on?’ ‘How could this be even better?’ and ‘Is there any way you would do
this differently next time?’
Never miss a chance to flag up literacy throughout the lesson

Use teaching assistants wherever possible – harness your most expensive
resource to make more progress

Use a variety of tests, quizzes, assessments and other progress checks and reward
effort and response to feedback.

Ensure the pupils are trained in peer assessment techniques against clear
assessment criteria
Create a forum for parents and pupils to feed back their opinions – and make sure
you respond to their concerns

This year I was blessed with three year
seven groups, which, in our department,
is more than you’d expect. I don’t say
this sarcastically – I enjoy seeing what
our primary schools have taught them,
particularly as, in primary school, they don’t
actually study Maths, instead, they study
Numeracy.
The degree of mathematical ability demonstrated by our
new arrivals is varied. Most can add and multiply; some
can subtract and divide. I do not consider them numerate,
but rather that they have been given the basic skills to
develop numeracy. After all, numeracy is not just being
able to apply procedures to work out an answer, it is how
you see the relevance of those procedures to problem
solving in other aspects of the curriculum, and eventually,
reality.
Sadly, in our country, students are not currently leaving
school with the ability to cope with the demands of reality.
BT Chairman Mike Rake was recently quoted as saying:
“Poor numeracy is the hidden problem that blights the UK
economy and ruins individuals’ chances in life” and he is
not alone in believing this.

By

Jane Easley

Numeracy Coordinator

In recent years, Wood Green Academy has seen great
advances in the delivery of Literacy as a whole school
priority. This directive was mirrored nationally with the
National Literacy Trust helping to raise literacy rates
(strong reading and writing skills) to six in ten people.
The comparative figure for numeracy remains at a rather
dismal two in ten. As teachers, we all need to ensure that
we have a consistent approach to solving this problem. If
we can show our students the usefulness of maths skills in
enabling us to adapt to and appraise the wider world then
numeracy will be achieved.

N U M E R A C Y
ACROSS THE
CURRICULUM
The auditors at KPMG calculated that the cost attributed to
poor numeracy suffered by the public purse runs
in at a staggering £2.4 billion per year. In addition to this,
the Skills for Life Agency looked into the effect of poor
numeracy on the individual and found:
• People with poor numeracy skills are more
than twice as likely to be unemployed
as those competent in numeracy.
• Pupils beginning secondary school with very
low numeracy but good literacy skills have
an exclusion rate twice that of pupils starting
secondary school with good numeracy skills.
• A quarter of young people in custody have
a numeracy level below that expected of a
seven year old and 65% of adult prisoners
have numeracy skills at or below the
level expected ofan eleven year old.

TEST YOURSELF!
1.) Your department wishes to buy 42 reams of paper at
£2.89 a box.
What is a rough estimate of how much this will cost?
2.) It takes 45 minutes to travel from your house to
Birmingham International Airport. It takes you
an hour and a quarter to get ready in the morning and
you must arrive an hour and a half before
take off.
Your plane leaves at 8.30am. When is the latest you
can get up?
3.) A recipe for four cup ‐ cakes uses 300g of flour. You
wish to make six cup cakes.
How much flour do you need?
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Sarah Park - Lead Practitioner KS3 Maths
Hello to all staff of Wood Green Academy!!
You can probably just about remember a very northern lady standing up in the first staff briefing and being
introduced as a new Lead Practitioner in Mathematics….well that’s me. This is my first input into the
Teaching and Learning Bulletin, which will only be a brief introduction and a small overview of what I can
bring to this already Outstanding Academy.
I am from a small town in Lancashire called Oswaldtwistle (yes it is a real place!) where I studied up
to and including my A levels. I then went to Sheffield Hallam University where I studied Mathematics
with Education + QTS. My first teaching job was in Burnley, from which I then moved, as a second in
department responsible for KS4, to an academy in Liverpool. Last year I took the role as HOD at Harborne
Academy, before moving here in September into my current role.
I have many responsibilities here at Wood Green, but the main ones that could be relevant to you are
my links with Priory Primary School, where I attend one afternoon per week to support with teaching and
learning and gain insight into the KS2/KS3 overlap and gap, my responsibility within Maths for KS3 and
interventions, and my whole school responsibility to contribute to the sharing good practice and to the
supporting of staff with any and all aspects of teaching and learning.
I want to take this opportunity to thank you all for making my start here at Wood Green so smooth and
being so welcoming.
I look forward to working more closely with you over the coming year.

Sarah Park

“

I want to take this opportunity
to thank you all for making
my start here at Wood Green
so smooth and being so
welcoming.”

“
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Nicky Ruddock
Lead Practitioner Teaching and Learning
Hi Folks one of the areas I will be focussing on is ‘Coaching for Success’

So What is Coaching and what are the benefits of embedding coaching in whole school practice ?
Specialist Coaching is a structured, sustained process for enabling the development of a specific
aspect of a professional learner’s practice.
Specialist coaching usually takes place in the professional learner’s own work place - and in quiet
spaces that allow confidential reflection in order to facilitate observation of and reflection about her/his
own practice and experiments with new approaches.
Specialist coaching is useful to a practitioner, at any stage in her/his career, in developing a deeper
and more sophisticated understanding of existing and new approaches.
Specialist coaching is used by schools and teachers to:
• review and refine established practice
• develop and extend teaching and learning repertoire
• introduce and experiment with alternative teaching and learning strategies
• support the development, across a department or a school, of a
• culture of openness e.g. mutual support for and critique of professional practice.
Specialist coaches are fellow professionals with knowledge and expertise relevant to the goals of the
professional learner. They enable professional learners to take control of their own learning through nonjudgemental questioning and support. The coach might be from the same institution or from elsewhere
(e.g. a university).
A professional learner is someone tackling a specific teaching and learning or leadership challenge who
seeks out or is offered coaching.
Why would we want to embed it at WGA?
Specialist coaching involves activities which promote and enhance the development of a specific
aspect of teaching and learning or leadership practice, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

support to clarify learning goals
reinforcing learners’ control over their learning
active listening
modelling, observing, articulating and discussing practice to raise awareness
shared learning experiences e.g. via observation or video
shared planning of learning and teaching or leadership, supported by questioning
supported review and action planning
reflection on and debriefing of shared experiences

Nicole Ruddock

A professional learner is
someone tackling a specific
teaching and learning or
leadership challenge who seeks
out or is offered coaching.”
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Nick Cherrington
KS5 Maths

Having been here at Wood Green Academy for a while now my
specialist area focuses on KS5 Maths. My aim is to raise achievement
in the Maths Dept. through mentoring and coaching colleagues and
offering support for curriculum developments.
If you fancy having a look at some of the many strategies I have used
and found to be productive in supporting pupil progress do come
along to my Innovation lessons or feel free to come and see me for
some of those ‘golden nuggets’.

Nick Cherrington

“

My aim is to raise
achievement in the Maths
Dept. through mentoring
and coaching colleagues
and offering support for
curriculum developments.”
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